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- Resume (polished in ENVS 520 this semester)

**Section 1: Critical thinking**
- Reflective statement
- ENVS 510 paper examining the problem of plastic bags and potential solutions
- BIOL 323 paper on watershed and coastal ecology in Costa Rica
- PHIL 565 critical decision case analysis

**Section 2: Recognizing diverse viewpoints**
- Reflective statement
- ENVS 510 paper discussing views on gas taxes in the United States
- ENVS 520 debate write-up on pros and cons of organic farming

**Section 3: Interdisciplinary thinking**
- Reflective statement
- ENVS 510 paper on political, environmental, economic, and social impacts of a dam along the Columbia River
- GEOL 225 land-use analysis group paper

**Section 4: Addressing problems**
- Reflective statement
- PSYC 311 paper on the psychological of advertising and consumption
- GEOG 500 paper on pros and cons of urban sprawl
- GEOL 340 river pollution analysis paper

**Section 5: Scientific thinking (ENSC only)**
- Reflective statement including how you applied the scientific process
- BIOL 300 paper
- GEOG 320 change analysis and vegetation assessment

**Section 6: Experiential learning**
- Experiential learning: Your summary of what you learned and the significance of your internship at the City of Rock Hill sewage treatment plant. This is followed by your word-processed weekly journal entries explaining what you did during your internship.